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RESFARCH MEMORANDUM 
INVESTIGATION OF A SYSTEMATIC GROUP OF 
NACA l-SERIF.S COVTLIKGS WI'l'H 
AND WITHOUT SPINNERS 
By Mark R. Nichols and Arvid L. Keith, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley propeller-research 
tunnel to study cowling-spinner combinations based or. the NACA l-series 
nose inlets and to obtain systematic design data f or one f amily of approxi-
mately ellipsoidal spinners. In the main part of the investigation, 11 of 
the related spinners were tested in various combinations with 9 NACA open-
nose cowlings, which were also tested without spinners. The effects of 
location and shape of the spinner, shape of the inner surface of the 
cowling lip, and operation of a propeller having approximately oval shanks 
were investigated briefly. In addition, a study \vas conducted to deter-
mine the correct procedure for extrapolating design condit i ons determined 
from t he low-speed test data to the design conditions at the act~al flight 
Mach number. 
The design conditions for the NACA l-series cO"llings and cowling-
spinner combinations are presented in the form of charts from which, for 
wide ranges of spinner proportions ancl. rates of int ernal flow, cowlings 
with near-maximum. pressure recovery can be selected. for critica l Mach 
numbers ranging from 0.70 to about 0.85. In addition, the characteris~ics 
of the spinners and. the effects of the spinners and the propeller on "the 
cowling design conditions are presented separately to provide initial 
quantitative data for use in a genera l design procedure through which 
NACi'. I-series cowlings can be selected for use vTi i,h spinners of other 
shapes . By use of this general design procedure, correlation curves 
established from the test data, and derived compressible-flow equations 
relating the inlet-velocity ratio to the surfa.ce pressures on the cowliug 
and. spinner, NACA l-serjes cowlings and cowling-spinner combinations can 
be designed for critical Mach numbers as high as 0.90. 
The NAC!>. l-series nose inlets are a systerr.B. t.ic series of open-nose 
cowlings, each having a near-maximum critical speed for it.s particular 
values of length-diameter and inlet--<iiallleter ratios at the con'ect rate 
of interIlb.l flow. Reference 1 reports the development of these cowlings, 
".----_._ ... 
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presents a simple procequre for their selection~ and demonstrates ~he 
general applicability of the ordinates used to the design of other high-
critical-speed inlet configurations such as wing inlets, air scoops, and 
cowling-spinner combinations (D-type cowlings). Because of the great 
importance of the latter type of inlet in the case of conventional-engine 
and turbopropeller installations, a tentative procedure for the design 
of cowling-spinner combinations utilizing the NACA l-serles nose inlets 
as the basic component was also presented in reference 1. The usefulness 
of this procedure was seriously limited, however, by the lack of informa-
tion defining quantitatively the effects of the spinner and the propeller 
on the performance of the cowling and on the characteristics of the 
entering flow. 
The present investigation was undertaken in the Langley propeller-
research tunnel to make a detailed study of cowling-spinner combinations 
based on the NACA l-series nose inlets and to obtain systematic design 
data for one family of a.pproximately ellipsoidal spinners. For the main 
part of the investigation, in which 11 of the related spinners were 
variously combined with 9 NACA l-series open-nose COWlings, the maximum 
diameter of the spinner was located at the cowling inlet. However, a 
representative configuration was tested with the spinner projected some-
what farther ahead of the inlet, as might be used for a dual-rotating-
propeller installation, and also withdrawn into the inlet, as is typical 
in the case of rotating cowlings (E-type cowlings) and jet-propulsion 
nacelles. Additional tests were conducted to study the characteristics 
of a conical spinner, designed to have a smaller pr essure rise along its 
surface than that for the corresponding approximately ellipsoidal spinner, 
and to study the chara.cteristics of a revised cowling-inner-lip shape 
using NACA l-series ordinates to eliminate the internal flow separation 
which occurs at the higher inlet-velocity ratios in the case of the 
standard NACA l-series cowlings. The nine NACA l-series cowlings were 
also tested in the open-nose condition to establish a base for determining 
the effects of the spinners. 
The effects of propeller operation on the aerodynami c characteristics 
of a typical cowling-spinner combination were studied using a propeller 
with approximately oval shanks. Other propeller configurations were not 
investigated. However, reference 2 provides some information relative 
to the effects of propeller-ahank configuration, and a beginning to the 
solution of ~he general propeller-cowling-interference problem is afforded 
by reference 3 which presents a detailed study of the speeds and direc-
tions of the flow in the immediate field of seven of the cowling configu-
rat i ons presently reported. 
Inasmuch as the present tests were conducted at low airspeeds, the 
investigation necessarily included a study of the procedure required to 
determine the design operating conditions at the design flight Mach number 
from the low-speed test results . In this study, relations originally 
der i ved by German investigators for open-nose cowlings (references 4 and 5) 
were generalized to the case of the cowling-spinner combination and extended 
to obtain a solution for compressible flow. The derived relations were 
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then used to calculate the effect of Mach number on the design inlet-
velocity ratio and to establish a simple correction procedure. 
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The method of analyzing the test data for use in the preparation of 
design charts is described, and design charts are given for the open-
nose cowlings and for these cowlings when used in combination with each 
spinner of the related family. In addition, the characteristics of the 
spinners and the effects of the spinners and the propeller on the cowling 
design conditions are presented separately to provide initial quantitative 
data for use in a general design procedure through which NACA l-aeries 
cowlings can be selected for use with spinner"s of other shapes. 
SYMBOLS 
A area of stream tube containing internal flow 
C a function of Mo and Vi/Vo (see fig. 26) 
d cowling inlet diameter 
D maximum diameter of cowling 
Ds maximum diameter of spinner 
Dp propeller diameter 
f skin-friction drag 
F maximum frontal area of cowling 
H total pressure 
6H total pressure loss between free stream and measuring station 
m mass rate of internal air flow, slugs per second 
M ~lach number 
n propeller rotational speed, revolutions per second 
P static pressure 
( p ~opo) P static-pressure coefficient  
q dynamic pressure 
4 
r 
v 
x 
x 
y 
y. 
propeller torque coefficient 
(
TOr'iUe) 
2 D 3 
'10 P 
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radius from cowling center line unless otherwise specified 
propeller thrusv-disc-loading coefficient (ThruS~) 
2'ioDp 
velocity 
distance from inlet along cowling axis 
distance from nose of spinner along cowling axis 
length of cowling from inlet to maximUL diameter station 
length of cowling-inner-lip shape from nose to maximum thickness 
station 
length of spinner from nose to maximum diameter station 
maximum ordinate of cowling measured perpendicular to reference 
line at maximum diameter station (see table I) 
(D - d) thickness of cowling ---2--
maximum ordinate of cowling-inner-lip shape measured perpendicular 
to reference line (see ~able V) 
Ys maximum radius of spinner (Ds/2) 
a angle of attaCK of center line of model, degrees 
'I ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at 
cor-stant volume (1.4 for air) 
norr:.inal boundary-layer t.hickne ss (defined. as n0rIl![11 dis Lance 
from surface to poin~ where H - Po = 0. 95) 
qo 
propulsi ve efficiency (? Tc (V a )~ 
- rrQc nDp ') 
I 
_________________ J 
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p mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
General subscripts: 
av average value weighted according to mass fl ow i n case of 
internal flow and according to frontal ar ea in c8se of 
flow along surface 
c cowling 
cr condition corresponding to predicted cri tIca l Ma ch number 
i cowling inlet 
o free stream 
s spinner 
t condition corresponding to test Mach number 
5 
u cond.ition in propeller slipstream. just outs ide cowling boundary 
layer 
CO~~ING AND SPINNER CONFIGUPft.TJONS 
The NACA 1-series nose-inlet ord.inates (from ref erenc e 1) a nd r e l a-
tions for their application to the cowlings used in the pr esent invest i -
gation are gi ven in table I. As in reference 1, co,dings conformi ng t o 
these ordinates are id.entified by a three-nurnber designation ; f or example, 
1-70-150. The first number indicates that the NACA I-serie s or dinate s 
are used; the second. and. third numbers give the inlet diame t er a nd cowli ng 
length, respectively, as percentages of the Ir2.x:ilnUlll cowl ing d i ameter. The 
cowl i ng specified, therefore, has a l-series profile with a n i nJ e t-d iamete r 
rat i o diD of 0 ~70 and a lengt h ratio x/D of 1. 50 . The a pproxi ma te l y 
ellipsoidal spinners of the family investigated were arbitrarily designed 
by r evolving NACA l·-series nose-inlet ord i nates a bout their r eference 
line (table I) and. are therefore ident ified by s:ilnilar desigp..B tiona . For 
example , t he NA CA 1-40-060 spinne r bBS a l -series profile with 
Xs 
= 0 . 60 . and 
D 
:: 0 . 40 
The 9 NACA l-series cowlings aDd 11 NliCA l-series spinners in vesti-
gated are shown in table II . Each cowling wa~ tested in conjunction with 
all spinners shown in the same horizont.a l row ; i n each case the lll8ximum 
diampter of the spinner vTnS locat-ed at the cowling inlet, unless otherwise 
specified. The configurDtions test-ed to study t-he effects of varyjng the 
longitudinal location cf t.he spinner with respect to the inlet are snown 
l 
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in table III. Modifications to the spinner and cowling shapes tested in 
attempts to obtain improved operational characteristics are presented in 
tables IV and V, respectively. 
MOD~'L ARRANGEMENT AND TESTS 
Views of the model installed in the Langley propeller-research tunnel 
are shown in figure 1. The internal-flow system (fig . 2) included an 
axial-flow fan which was necessary to obtain the higher inle~velociLY 
ratios. The internal flow was controlled by varying the speed of the fan 
motor and the position of the butterfly-type shU1:;ters. Flow quantities 
were measured by means of the total- and static-pressure tubes at the 
throat of the venturi and checked by a rake at the exit. A thermoccuple 
attached to the exit rake was used to measure the temperature rise through 
the fan. 
Prior to the tunnel tests, the venturi in the tail of the model was 
carefully calibrated to assure the accuracy of the internal-flow quantity 
measurements. It was found that accurate measurements could be obtained 
so long as the fan did not introduce appreciable rotation in the flow 
through the throat of the venturi. It was also determined that such 
rotation cculd be avoided for any desired flow quantity by simultaneous 
adjustment of the resistance of the system (by means of the shutters) and 
the rotational speed of the fan. During the tunnel tests , uniform nonrota-
tional flow in the venturi throat was obtained for each test condition by 
adjusting the shutter position and the fan speed until the static-pressure 
distripution across the venturi throat was uniform. Visual observation 
of a multi tube manometer was used to establish this uniformity. 
A three-blade 5.7-foot-diameter propeller (figs . l(b), l(c), and 3) 
driven by a variable-speed motor was used to investigate the effects of 
propeller operation on the aerodynamic characteristics of a typical 
cowling-spinner combination. The approximately oval shanks of this 
propeller were similar to those in general use. The propeller blade 
angle at the t-radius station was fixed at 320 throughout the tests as 
this angle gave reasonable values of the thrust-torque relationship over 
the test range of thrust coefficients. The propeller operating condi-
tions were as follows: 
---------- -------
V o/nDp 
-------- ---------+------ ----+-.------1 
0.02 
.06 
. 12 
0.0058 
•0137 
. 0237 
1.46 
1.22 
1 . 03 
0.81 
.86 
. 83 
--------'----- ---- --'- -- - - - -' 
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It is noted that the lowest test thrust-disk-loading coefficient, 0.02, 
is typical for the high-speed flight condition of current airplanes but 
is probably an upper limit to the high-speed flight values for future 
high-speed aircraft. 
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Surface pressures were measured by means of 11 flush orificies dis-
tributed along the top center line of each spinner and 22 orifices 
install~d in the top section of each cowling. With propeller removed, 
pressure surveys a t a station 0.75 inch inside the inlet were made by 
means of 10 total-pressure tubes extending across the annulus at the top 
of the inlet and 3 total-pressure tubes located 0.12 , 0.25, and 0.50 inch 
from the cowling inner surface at the bottom of the inlet. For the 
propeller-installed tests, this inlet instrumentation was replaced by 
rakes of shielded total-pressure tubes supplemented at each end by 
boundary-layer rakes of four total-pressure tubes immediately adjacent 
to the annular surfaces. (See fig. l(c).) Two rakes of shielded total-
pressure tubes at the top of the cowling (fig. l(c)) also were used in 
the propeller-insta lled tests to measure the total pressure of the flow 
in the vicinity of the surface orifices. All pressure measurements 
obtained by such instrumentation were recorded by photographing a multi-
Lube manometer. Pressures measured by the venturi instrumentation were 
read visually fr om a second multitube manometer. 
~ith propeller removed, prossure surveys of each configuration were 
conducted for from 11 to 18 v~lues of inlet-velocity ratio at angles of 
attack of 0 0 , 20 , 40 , and 60 ; angles of attack of 80 and 120 were also 
Investtgated in two instances. ~ith propeller installed, pressure surveys 
wece conducted for s i milar ranges of inlet-velocity ratio at angles of 
attack of 0 0 and 60 for propeller thrust-disk-loading coefficients 
of 0.02, 0.06, and 0.12. A tunnel speed. of 100 mt les per hour, which 
corresponds to a Mach nUlIlber of 0.13 and a Reynolds number of about 2 x 106 
based on the maximl~ cowling diameter, was used for the majority of the 
tests for inlet-velocity ratios less than 1.3. For the configurations 
having very largo inlet areas, the tunnel speed ~ms r educed to 70 miles 
per hour to obtain the higher inlet-velocity ratios with the limited 
capacity of the fan. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Flow over Spinners 
Surface pressures on NACA l-series splnner~.- Sta tic-pressure dis-
Lributions representRt:l.ve of those rn.e~sured. a long t he t,ops of the 
NACA l-series covlllng-tlpinner combi:1.ations Rre pr0sen~ved in fl.gure 1 •• 
Sharp negative-pressure pe9.ks did not oc~ur in the dis"rlbutions over 
the spinners for any of the conditions in ",r0sti,sCl-cect. , anli the mi ntm urn 
pressures on the spinners wero rarely le :"3 s th.'ltl thJ.t of t.he free stre.9.Il1 
except for very high values of inle~-veloclty r a-cio. For given values 
l 
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of inlet-velocity ratio, the peak velocities on the spinrlers, indicated 
by the minimum pressure coefficients as summarized in figure 5, generally 
increased with increases in spinner diameter and angle of attack; except 
for the very high inlet-velocity ratios, increases in spinner length also 
caused increases in these peak velocities by moving the spinner nose 
farther ahead of the retarded flow in the immediate vicinity of the inlet. 
The abrupt breaks which occurred in some of the spinner pressure 
distributions in the vicinity of the inlet at the lawer inlet-velocity 
ratios (fig. 4) were caused by boundary-layer separation. For given 
values of inlet-velocity ratio and angle of attack, the shapes of the 
pressure distributions for the NACA l-aeries spinners (see distributions 
for NACA 1-40-060 spinner which was typical) were changed somewhat by 
variations in both cowling length and cowling inlet diameter; however, 
the over-all pressure rise from the point of minimum pressure to the 
inlet was essentially unaffected by these cowling variables. The phe-
nomenon of separation for these spinners, therefore, would be expected 
to the first order to be a function only of the spinner proportions, the 
inlet-velocity ratio, and the angle of attack so long as the inlet lip 
is located at a reasona.ble distance (0.0'75D or greater) from the spinner 
surface. This conclusion may not apply for other types of spinners that 
might have, for example, more severe pressure gradients. 
Effect of spinner location.- In order to determine the effect of 
spinner location, the NACA 1-40-040 spinner was tested in several longi-
tudinal positions relative to the NACA 1-'70-100 cowling . (See table III.) 
The configurations with the nose of the spinner located near the inlet 
are of interest for the case of the rotating (E-type) cowling, whereas 
the configurations with the nose of the spinner located at 0.80 and 1.OD 
resemble the design frequently proposed for dual-rotating-propeller 
installations. 
Static-pressure distributions over the cowling-spinner combinations 
of table III are shown in figure 6. Insofar as the spinner was concerned 
the most important effect of shifting its nose ahead of the inlet in 
successive increments was to increase successively the severity of the 
minimum pressure peak on its surface (fig. (7). Such increases, as shown 
by the measurements of P. Ruden in the similar tests of reference 4, 
would cause corresponding increases in the pressure losses at the inlet 
at the lower inlet-velocity ratios and successive increases in the value 
of the minimum inlet-velocity ratio required to avoid such losses. 
A comparison of the data of figures 6 and 4 shows that the minimum 
pressure peaks on the NACA 1-40-040 spinner when its nose was located 
at 0.60 and 0.80 ahead of the inlet were much more negative than those 
for the normally located 0.6D- and O.8D-length spinners of the same or 
larger maximum diameter. Thus for dual-rotating-propeller installations , 
the long normally located NACA l-series spinners are superior to spinners 
having cylindrical base sections just ahead of the inlet with regard to 
the minimum value of inlet-velocity ratio which can be used without 
incurring flow separation. 
) 
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Effect of conical spinner.- A study of the surface press'.ll'e distri-
butions over the NACA l-'-l:3eries spinners (fig. 4) shoved that appreciable 
pressure rises occurred ahead of the inlet at Iml values of inlet-
velocity ratio. A conical spinner (table IV) was tested in conJ~nction 
with the NACA 1-70-075 cowling .. therefore .. to determ.ine whether such a 
modification to the spinner shape would reduce the velocities along the 
spinner and thereby reduce the pressure rise acting on the spinner 
boundary layer. A comparison of the surface pressv.re distrib'...ltions over 
the conical spinner with corresponding press ·~e distributions over 
NACA l-series spi~~ers of the same maximum diameter (fig. 8) shows that 
the desired result was obtained at all test valuea of inlet-velocity 
ratio. Such spinners are therefore superior to the NACA l-aeries 
spinners with regard. to the minimum value of inleirvelocity ratio for 
which flmf separation from the spi~'1er surface is avoided and are worthy 
of further research. Based on the present results, a more detailed 
analysis of the use of conical spinners, particularly those with larger 
cone angles .. is being made at the Langley Laborato~J. 
Internal Flow 
Total-pressure distributions at inlet.- Total-pressure distrib'...ltions 
across the annulus at the top of the inlet of a typical NACA l-series 
cowling-spinner combination with propeller removed are shown in figure 9(a). 
At an angle of attack of 0 0 , a pressure-recovery coefficien~ of unity was 
obtained over most of the inlet at the higher inleirvelocity ratios. As 
the test inlet-velocity ratio was decreased beloif 0.5, however, the 
boundary layer on the 8pi~~er thickened rapidly under the influen~e of 
the increasingly severe adverse pressure rise and soon separated causing 
large 103ses in total pressure (fig. 10). The effect of increasing the 
angle of attack was to increase the severity of the flow separation from 
the spinner at the lower inlet-velocity ratios and to require the use of 
a higher value of inlet-velocity ratio to avoid such separation. It 
should be noted that the losses in inlet total pressure caused by flow 
separation from the spinners would become increasingly severe with 
successive reductions in the width of the inlet annulus. 
Propeller operation effected large changes in the shapes of the 
tor-al-pressure distr.ibutions at the top of the inle~ (figs. 9(b) 
and 9(c)). In general~ the total pressures in the vicinity of the 
cowling lip were increased, whereas those near the spinner were redu~ed. 
This radial total-pressure gradient~ which to a lesser extent would be 
present even with thinner airfoil-type propeLler s~s, would cause 
increases in pressure recovery wit.h increases in the width of the inlet 
annulus and might be expect-ed to encourage separation from the spinner 
at the lower Inlet-velocit.'1 ratios. Such separation was not observed, 
however, and propeller operation either had a negligible effect upon or 
act~ally reduced the value of inlet-velocity ratio below which the mean 
inlet total pressure decreased rapidly. (See fig. 10.) It appears~ 
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therefore, that with a conventional propeller any destabilizing effects 
of the propeller on the boundary layer are compensated for by additional 
effects possibly including: (1) the removal of the spinner boundary 
layer along the propeller blade surfaces, (2) the int~oduction of largs-
scale turbulent mixing, and (3) the effect of the swirl introduced by 
the propeller in reducing the pressure rise acting on the boundary layer. 
Further research is necessary to establish the effectiveness of these 
compensating effects for the case of a propeller with thin-airfoil-type 
propeller shanks. Since only one propeller blade angle was investigated, 
tests with propellers set at high blade angles such as will be used by 
high-aubsonic-speed turbine-powered aircraft are desirable. 
Minimum inlet-velocity ratio for high pressure recovery.- Boundary-
layer thicknesses at the top of the spinner of the typical configuration 
being examined are presented in figure 11 as a function of inlet-velocity 
ratio. The curves are of the same general shape and the breaks in the 
curves, which are indicative of the onset of separation, occur at nearly 
the same inlet-velocity ratio regardless of the definition of boundary-
layer thickness used. Hence, the boundary-layer thickness 5 has been 
defined as the normal distance from the surface to the point where 
R - Po 
--- = 0.95. 
In correspond.ence with the discussion in the preceding section, it 
is noted in figure 11 that propeller operation either did not affect or 
actually reduced the separation value of inlet-velOCity ratio. Propeller-
removed data for a high-critical-speed fuselage scoop (reference 6) show 
that such separation values of inlet-velocity ratio are essentially 
unaffected by large changes in test Mach number and by reasonable changes 
in boundary-layer thickness such as might be introduced by variations in 
the transition point; considerable increase in Reynolds number, however, 
may decrease the separation value of inlet-velocity ratio to somewhat 
below the values observed in these tests. Inasmuch as a maximum pressure 
recovery in the ducting is generally obtained at an inlet-velocity ratio 
just greater than the maximum value for which the inlet flow is separated, 
the inlet-velocity ra.tio 0.04 greater than that corresponding to the 
int ersection of tangents to the inclined and approximately horizontal 
parts of the propeller-removed boundary-laye~thickness curve is therefore 
considered to be the optimum design value for obtaining a .maximum pres-
sure recovery. 
Boundary-layer thicknesses on the tops. of the spinners of representa-
tive NACA l-series cowling-spinner combinations are shown in figure 12. 
So long as the inlet lip was located at a reasonable distance (0.075D or 
greater) from the spinner surface, the inlet-velocity ratios below which 
the boundary layers thickened rapidly were essentially a function only 
of the proportions of the spinner and the angle of attack as previously 
deduced from the pressure distributions on the spinners. Hence, within 
the useful range of inlet annulus widths, it was possible at each angle 
of attack to determine a single minimum inlet-velOCity ratio for which 
_J 
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separation from each spinner was avoided regardless of the proportions 
of the cowling used. Such minimum values, which increase with increases 
in spinner-diameter ratio, spinner-length ratio, and angle of attack, are 
summarized in figure 13. 
It was not possible to determine single minimum values of inlet-
velocity ratio for avoiding flow separation from the spinners where the 
width of the inlet annulus was less than 0.0750 because the separation 
inlet-velocity ratio then was no longer a function only of the proportions 
of the spinner. No attempt was made to determine more accurate design 
conditions for such confi~Jrations; they are seldom used because the 
large thickness of the spinner boundary layer relative to the inlet 
annulus results in a low pressure recovery. 
The minimum inlet-velocity ratios necessary for avoiding separation 
from the NACA l-series spinners (fig. 13) were higher than generally 
would be desirable for high pressure recovery. In reference 1, values 
of 0.35 to 0.40 were indicated for the particular cowling-apinner combina-
tions considered. Further gains in internal pressure recovery appear 
possible through the development of new families of spinners with lower 
separation inlet-velocity ratios. In this regard, the conical spinner 
of table IV and figure 8 is of interest inasmuch as the previously noted 
decreases in the severity of the pressure rise ahead of the inlet, 
obtained by substituting this spinner for cQmparable NACA I-series 
spinners, resulted (fig. 14) in reductions of 0.05 to 0.1 in the minimum 
usable value of inlet-velocity ratio. Such reductions would cause 
important gains in the ultimate pressure recovery at the end of the 
diffuser; where not limited by the geometry of the propeller hub, addi-
tional gains could undoubtedly be obtained by increasing the cone angle. 
Maximum inlet-velocity ratio for avoiding separation from inside of 
lip.- At the higher inlet-velocity ratios the out,-ro.rd displacement of the 
stagnation poin~ on the inlet lip (fig . 15) caused high local pressure 
peaks at the inside of the lip for both the open-nose and spinner-installed 
configurations. These minimum pressure coefficients are summarized in 
figure 16. Although considerable scatter of the e;q:Jerirnental data 
occurred, presumably due to both the necessarily limited number of pres-
sure orifices jn the lip radii and the unsteady nature of the flow, a 
definite effect of spirmer size is discernible when, as shmm, an attempt 
is made to fair separate lines through the pOints for the different 
spinner diameters. When the spinner diameter was small with respect to 
the inlet diameter, snm.ll varia tions in spinner proportions had little 
effect on the velocities along the inner-cowlin~lil) surfp,ce. When the 
spinner diameter was incrc·:ased to the point ",'here the inlet annulus 
width was 0.C75D or less, however, these flmr velocities increased 
rnarkAdly, possibly because of the effect of the spirmer boundary layer 
on the direction of the flow at the cowling lip. Fropeller operation 
(fig. 17) also caused appreciable increases in the flow velocities along 
th:ls surfece by diRtortine the rp.dial total-pressure distribution in the 
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inlet (figs. 9(b) and 9(c)) and by reducing the effective anBle of attact;. 
of the cowling lip. 
Representative total-pressure-loss coefficien·l:.s measured by a 1,0tal-
pressu.re tube 0.12 inch from the inner surface of ·the bottom sect ion of 
the inlet lip (the section where the most severe separation losses are 
likely to be initiated in the cruise and climb conditions) are presented 
in figure 18 for an angle of attack of 6°. The formation of bubbles of 
separation is in~icated by the abrupt breaks in these curves beyond which 
the losses increased rapidly until the local-total-pressure coefficients 
became approximB.tely equal to the 10cal-surfacE?-pressure coefficients. 
These data, which are typical for all cases investigated , show that the 
inlet-velocity ratios at which separation bubbles first occurred were 
again essentially a function only of the proportions of the spinner. 
For a given spinner the locations of the breaks in these curves were 
y. 
shifted by as much as ±O.03 ~ from the mean value by changes in 
Yo 
cowling proportions; however, no consistent trends were observed. 
The inlet-velocit.y ratios correspond.lug to the point.s on the 
inclined portions of data plots of the type of figure 18 where the total-
pressure-loss coefficient ~s 0.1 have been arbitrarily taken as the 
max imum values for which appreciable separation blAbbles d.id not occur. 
These limiting values for high pressure recovery (fig. 19) increased 
with increases in spinner diameter and decreases in spi nner length and 
were undesirably low for the angles of attack encowltered in low-speed 
flight. As will be discussed later in the report, the effect of an 
increase in flight Mach number at any fixed. inlet-velocity ratio less 
than loC is to decrea se the effective angle of attack of the cowling lip 
and, consequent.ly, to reduce these already low limiting values . However, 
propeller operation, as shown in figure 20 by data obtained wi t h shielded 
total-pressure tubes, bas an opposing favorable effect whi ch, at the hi gh 
propeller t.hrust-disk-loading coefficients encountered in t.he lml-Hpeed 
cruise and climb conditions, would more tha.n counterba lance the growth 
of the local pressure pea1s with j ncreases in Mach nun.ber . Furl,hern::ore , 
the inlet tota.l-pressure distributions of figures 9(b) Ilnd 9 (c) strongly 
indicate that the i nternel flow would separa.te from the inner surface of 
the d.iffuser rather than from the cOy,'ling li51 at r easoMbly high va lues 
of inlet-velocity ratios. It is conclUded therefore that flow separation 
from the innE::r portion of the cOy,'ling lip, while of w, jar import.ance in 
the case of the NACA open-nose inle t.s, is not of sienJflcant. imparlance 
in the case of the NACA l-series cm ... ling-spinner combine. tions except for 
extremely severe combinations of hi gh inlet-veloci ty retia and hj gh an£le 
of attack such as are encount.erec. in l,he take-off condition. 
Because of the impor tanc:e of a voiding separ ation of the internal 
flow in low-speed fli ght , te ::n.s were condu.cted on l:.wo represer.tative 
cowlings to determi ne whether t.he upper 1 imj t of l,he separa tior,-free 
operating range of inlet-veloc:l ty r Fl ·t,:i o (fig . 19 ) COlA.1 C bp x'aised by t.he 
addition of an inr.er-lip fairing. ThE: M.e;.. l - s erjes ord ine les invert,ed 
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with respect to the reference line through the cowling lip (table I) were 
used in this fairing (t{lble V) both because the general applicability of 
these ordinates to high-critical-speed configurations had already been 
established and because the use of these ordinates would permit the 
region of high curvature to be kept well forward. The addition of this 
fairing caused large reductions jn the peak negative pressure coefficient 
on tMs surface at the Mgher inlet-velocity ratios (fig. 21) and corre-
sponding large increases in the limiting values of inlet-velocity ratio 
(fig. 22). A fairing of this type therefore is desirable for installations 
in which separation of the internal flow from the inlet lip is likely to 
be encountered. In the case of cowling-apinner combinations, i~ appears 
that such a fairing need only be applied as a "glove" in the bottom 
quarter of the inlet. 
External Flow over Cowling 
S~tic pressure distributions over the external cowling surfaces of 
several of the test configurations are shown in figures 4, 6, and 8. The 
phenomena shown are generally similar to those discussed in reference 1. 
At the lower inlet-velocity ratios, high negative pressl~e peaks usually 
occurred on the cowling lips due to their high effective angle of attack 
and in the case of some of the sharper lipped cowlings initiated separation 
of the external flow. As the inlet-velocity ratio was increased, these 
negative pressure peaks decreased progressively in severity until at 
particular values, determined by the cowling and spinner shapes and. the 
angle of attack, the pressure distributions became essentially uniform. 
The surface pressures decreased only slightly and the distributions of 
these pressures were essentially unaffected by large ad~itional increases 
in inlet-velocity ratio; thus, for each cowling, the critical speed 
increased only slightly and presumably the external friction drag 
decreased only slightly over a wide range of inlet-velocity ratio above 
the value necessary to eliminate the pressure peak on the cowling lip. 
The effect of increasing the angle of attack was to increase the severity 
of the pressure peak on the top section of the cowling lip at the lower 
inlet-velocity ratios and. to increase the inlet-velocity ratio required 
to eliminate this peak. 
Some effects of cowling and spinner geometry on the distribution 
and magnitudes of the surface pressures on the cowling are shown in 
figures 4, 6, and 8. The inlet-velocity ratio required to avoid a nega-
tive pressure peak on the cowling lip increased with increases in both 
cowling length and cowling inlet diameter; at inlet-velocity ratios above 
the critical values, increases in these same variables decreased the 
minimum surface pressure coefficients. In general, the addition of a 
small diameter spinner or a long spinner to the basic open-nose cowling 
did no~ cause important changes in the cowling pressure dis~ributions. 
However, the addition of a spinner with a large rate of decrease of crOS8-
sectional area Just ahead of the inlet, such as a short large-diameter 
spinner or a conical spinner, ~ended to cause the formation of a nega~ive 
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pressure peak on the cowling lip even at very high values of inlet-
velocity ratio. 
The inlet-velocity ratio for which the surfa.ce pressure distribu-
tion on the cowling first becomes essentially uniform is a function of 
the free-stream Mach number. A detailed discussion of the effects of 
cowling and spinner proportions on this important operating condition is 
therefore delayed to the next two sections of the report following an 
evaluation of the effect of Mach number. 
Propeller operation effected increases in both the static and total 
pressures in the vicinity of the cowling surface. The increases in 
static pressure (fig. 23) were large near the leading edge but were small 
near the position of maximum diameter. The increases in total pressure 
just outside the cowling boundary layer (fig. 24) were approximately the 
same at the fore and aft rake locations (fig. l(b)) and were somewhat 
less than values calculated for the ideal case of uniform propeller-disk 
loading. As the increases in total pressure were greater than the 
increases in static pressure, except in the region of the lip, there was 
a net increase in the maximum flow velocity along the surface which became 
of important magnitude at the higher propeller thrust-disk-loading 
coefficients. 
Critical Mach Number Characteristics 
The critical Mach number has important design significance in that 
it is the lower limit of the range of Mach number within which significant 
force changes due to shock can occur. Numerous tests of wings and bodies 
have indicated that an appreciable margin may exist between the critical 
Mach number and the force-break Mach number, especially when the critical 
Mach number is determined by pressures ahead of the maximum thickness 
station; hence, the critical Mach number may be unnecessarily conservative 
for design purposes. The present discussion must be limited to the 
critical Mach number, however, because of the lack of data defining the 
margin between the two Mach numbers. 
Extrapolation of low-speed test data.- In estimating the high-speed 
operational characteristics of Ii particular cmrling from low-speed test 
data, such as those of the present investigation, it is necessary to 
consider the effect of increasing the free-aGream Mach number on the 
magnitude of the surface-pressure coefficients and on the minimum value 
of inlet-velocity ratio for which the surface pressure distribution is 
essentially uniform. Previous discussion has poi~ted out that the inlet-
velocity ratio re~uired to avoid flow separation fr~a the spinner need 
not be considered as it is essentially unaffected by increases in the 
free-stream Mach number. 
I I 
The von Karman method of extrapolating the measured surface-pressure 
coefficients (reference 7) was shown in reference 1 to be valid for 
cowling data obtained at test Mach numbers as lmr as 0.3 so long as sharp 
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forwardly located peaks did not occur in the measured pressure di~tribu­
ttons. A comparison in figure 25(a) of the results predicted from the 
present data with the higher speed results of reference 1 Rhows that the 
von Karman method likewise is applicable, with the same reservation, to 
the present data obtained at a test Mach number of 0.13; hence, this 
method has been tlsed to predict the critical Mach numbers for all test 
configurations. 
The data contained in figure 25(a) show the important influence that 
the test Mach number has on the minimum value of inlet-velocity ratio 
for which the surface pressure distribution is essential~ uniform and 
below which the predicted critical Mach number decreases rapidly due to 
the formation of a negative pressure peak on the cowling lip. The decrease 
with increasing Mach number shown was ignored in making the selection 
charts of reference 1 because the shift was in a conservative direction 
and appeared small for those tests and because theoretical justification 
for a correction was lacking. This shift, however, must be taken into 
account in analyzing and applying the low-apeed data of the present 
investigation. 
The problem of estimating the magnitude of the inlet-velocity-ratio 
shift Just discussed may be attacked theoretically on the basis of an 
extension of the work of Ruden (references 4 and 5). (See appendix A.) 
By relating the pressure force on the cowling to the change in pressure 
and rate of change of momentum of the entering air, he obtained an 
incompressible-flow expression for an open-nose cOvTling which can be 
written in the form (e~uation (5), appendix A) 
where P Cay is the avera3e pressure coefficient on the external cowling 
surface weighted ''{ith respect to frontal area. 'Nhen compreSSible-flow 
conditions are assumed this expression (as ShO.ffi in appendix A, e~ua­
Lion (10» becomes 
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whero C, a complex function of the free~tream. Mach number and the 
inlet-velocity ratio, is given in figure 26. If it is assumed that the 
low-speed surface pressure distributions can be extrapol~ted by the 
von Karma.n equation to obtain possIble surface pressure distribll"tions at 
higher Mach numbers, this expression can then be used to find the inlet-
velocity ratios required by these higher-speed pressure distributions. 
In the case of the NACA 1-70-050 open-nose cowling, for example, the 
measured pressure distribution for which the predicted critical Mach 
munber is 0.715 may be' extrapola ted to obtain pressure distributions for 
Mach nll1JlbeTS of 0.40 and 0.715.' Then the inlet-velocity ratios for the 
test Mach number (0.13) and these t\¥O higher Mach numbers can be calcu-
lated fr~~ equation (10) of appendix A after each pressure dis~ribution 
is mechanically integrated to obtain the weighted average surface pres-
s~e coefficient. For this example case, the follmllng comparison with 
the expertnental results of figure 25(a ) is obtained: 
Mach number I----------y-------.. -------
0.13 
.40 
.715 
Test 
0·39 
.]2 
. 22 
Calculated 
0.36 
.32 
.22 
The calculated inlet-velocity ratios are sho\m to be in excellent agree-
ment with the values observed experimentally. 
The foregoing results indicate that equation (10) of appendix A and 
the similar compressible--flo\¥ relation for cOlding-spinner combinations 
(equation (9) of appendix A) can be used to calculate the increments 
of Vi/Vo by which each point on the test curves of Mcr plotted 
against Vi/Vo must be shifted to correct the low-speed test data. 
(See fig. 25(a).) However, the amount of worle required to make such 
corrections is prohibitively large in the present case even if only the 
points near the blees of the curves are consideredj also, the results 
for cowling-spinner combinations might be subject to appreciable error 
due to the failure of the von Karman re~tion to predict accurately the 
variation of large positive pressure coefficients with Macn number. 
Rence, equations (9) and (10) of appendix A were examined in an attempt 
to determine a simple factor which ',;ould accura"tely predict the shifts 
of the mees of the curves. As a result of ~his study , it was found 
that the major parts of such shifts were caused by the change in inlet-
density ratio Pi/Po which accompanies an increas e in flight Mach 
number. This result can be exp~ined physically (fig . 27) by considering 
th~t for a constant inlet-velocity ratio a change in inlet-density ratio 
requires a change ahead of the inlet in the area of the stream tube 
containing the internal flow and a corresponding change in the effective 
-----~ ----------------------------
__ J 
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angle of attack of the cowling lip. At inlet-velocity ratios less than 
unity, the effective angle of attack is decreased, whereas at inlet-
velocity ratios greater 'than unity the effective angle of attack is 
increased. Thus, the minimum value of inlet-velocity ratio required to 
obtain a uniform pressure distribution on the external surface (less than 
unity) decreases regularly with increases in flight Mach number. 
Figure 25(b) shows the greatly improved correlation between the 
critical Mach number results obtained in the present tests and those of 
reference 1 when the test inlet-velocity ratios were multiplied by the 
inlet-density ratio Pi/Po' Extensive analysis failed to uncover any 
other simple factor which would more accQrately predict the shift of the 
knees of the cQrves. Therefore, in view of the previously discussed 
difficulty of calculating these shifts, this approximate but always-
conservative correction factor was used; all critical Mach number results 
of the present report are presented as functions of the mass-flow coef-
ficient m Ao Ai piV i 
----- = -- x ----
PoF'V 0 F F 
or the inlet-velocity ratio (~ ~) 
cr 
which corresponds to this mass-flow coefficient at the predicted critical 
,Mach number. 
Inlet-velocity ratios corresponding to the mass-flow coefficients 
given in the present report may be determined by use of an inlet-area , 
chart (fig. 28) and a conversion chart (fig. 29). As an illustration of 
the use of these charts, suppose that a particular configuration with a 
spinner-diameter ratio Ds/D of 0.30 and an inlet-diameter ratio diD 
of 0.72 has a predicted critical Mach number of 0.65 at a mass-flow coef-
ficient of 0.165. The inlet-area ratio Ai/F is first determined to 
be 0.425 by reference to figure 28. Then, by proceeding through figure 29 
as indicated by the dotted line, the inlet-velocity ratio corresponding 
to this predicted critical Mach number and the test mass-flow coefficient 
is found to be 0.325 as compared with the test value of 0.385. 
NACA l-series cowlings and cowling-spinner cambinations.- The pre-
dicted critical Mach number characteristics of the NACA l-series cowling-
spinner combinations at angles of attack 00 , 20 , 40 , and 60 are presented 
as a function of the mass-flow coefficient and comuared with the charac-
teristics of the basic open-nose cowlings in fig~~s 30 to 38. A key 
to these data is given as table VI. The inlet-velocity ratios located 
by ticks on the curves are the minimum usable design values from the 
viewpoint of avoiding flow separation from the spinners (fig. 13) and 
are therefore optimwn with respect to obtaining minimum internal losses. 
Except for the relatively thin-lipped cowlings , these inlet-velocity 
ratios usually occur above the knees of the curves and thus define the 
"design points" for the high-speed condition. HO'.fever, when these ticks 
fall below the knees of the curves (fig. 35) or when no spinner is used, 
the most desirable rates of internal flow are determined by the locations 
of the knees, where the pressure distribution over the cowling first 
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becomes essentially uniform. The method for determining the latter type 
of design condition is outlined in a subsequent sect ion of the report. 
Changes in spinner diameter shifted the knees of the curves of Mcr 
plotted against m/paFVo of figures 30 to 38 horizontally because of 
resulting changes in the inlet area. The data for an angle of attack 
of 00 were therefore replotted in figure 39 as a function of (,~ 1) to 
o cr 
show the effect of spinner configuration on the aerodynamic phenomena. 
In general J the addition of the smallest-diameter spinners (~s = 0.2) 
to the open-nose cowlings did not cause large changes in the critical 
Ma ch number characteristics. Further increases in spinner diameter and 
changes in the length of the larger-diameter spinners J hm/ever J frequently 
caused important changes in the location of the knees and in the critical 
Mach numbers above these knees. The nature of such changes depended 
primarily on the boundary-layer-aeparation characteristics of the spinners. 
When the flow was separated from the spinner, successive increases 
in e ither spinner diameter or spinner length caused successive decreases 
in the inle~velocity ratio at which the knee of the critical Mach number 
curve occurred. (See data in fig. 39 excepting t hat for the NACA 1-70-100 
and 1--85-050 cowlings.) This trend is believed to have resulted from 
growt h of the separation region on t he spinner J which caused the divergence 
of the flow to t ake place farther ahead of the inlet. So long as the 
sp i nner flow was s eparated at the knee of the curve, the magnitude of the 
cri t i cal Mach number in the important design range above the knee was not 
appreciably affected by changes in spinner proport ions. 
When the flow was not separated from the spinner at the inlet-
ve l oc i ty ratio corresponding to the knee of the cr i tical Mach number 
curve for any particular open-nose cowling (for example J the NACA 1-70-100 
and 1-85-050 cowlings J fig. 39)J the phenomena were importantly different 
from those j ust di scussed . Increasing the diameter of a given-length 
s pinner or decreas i ng the length of a given-diameter spinner shifted the 
knee to a higher inlet-velocity ratio because the flow angle at the 
cowling lip increased in accordance with the change in slope of the 
sp i nner surface just ahead of the inlet. The 'spinner-pressure distribu-
tions of figures 4(c) to 4(f) indicate that a steepening of the adverse 
pressure gradient Just ahead of the inlet was responsible for a large 
part of such increases in flow divergence at the cowling lip. Above the 
knee of the curve J the flow divergence in the region of the cowling lip 
was still affected by the presence of the spinner so that a change in 
spi nner proportions that shifted the Knee to a higher inle~velocity 
ra t io also ca used decreases in the critical Ma ch num ers above the knee. 
As these decreases and the magnitude of the shift of the knee both became 
important in the case of the large-diameter spinners, the desirability 
--- - ----------
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o£ conducting further research to develop spinner shapes with less severe 
adverse pressure gradients is again indicated. 
Except £or these changes due to the spinner, the effects o£ cowling 
proportions on the critical Mach number characteristics of the NACA l-series 
cowling-spinner combinations were generally similar to those for the 
NACA l-series Open-ilOSe cowlings (fig. 39). As the trends shown have 
already been extensively discussed in reference 1, further discussion is 
omitted herein. The effects of cowling proportions on the design condi-
tions are analyzed in detail, however, in a subsequent section of the 
report entitled "Envelope Values of Mcr and (Vi) n 
Vo cr· 
Effect of spinner location.- The effects of the longitudinal location 
of the NACA 1-40-040 spinner on the critical Mach number characteristics 
of the NACA 1-70-100 cowling are shown in £igure 40. In order to preserve 
consistency with the rest of the report, the inlet area used in calculating 
the inlet-velocity ratio was always taken to be the unobstructed area in 
the most forward plane at which the diameter of the inner surface of the 
cowling was a minimum. 
With the nose of the spinner at the inlet, the influence of the 
spinner on the flow field ahead of the inlet was small so that the 
critical Mach number characteristics were very near~r the same as those 
for the NACA 1-70-100 cowling. (Compare figs. 39 and 40.) This result 
indicates that the design data for the NACA open-nose cowlings are 
directly applicable to the design of rotating cowlings regardless of 
whether the propeller-hub fairing Is located at or well inside the inlet. 
When the nose of the spinner was located 0.150 ahead of the inlet 
or in its normal position (~= 0.40), the knee of the critical Mach 
number curve was shifted to the right of the knee of the curve for the 
position ! = 0 (fig. 40) because of the previously discussed effect of 
D 
the spinner in increasing the flow angle at the cowling lip. Also, when 
the nose of the spinner was moved to O.60D and then farther forward tc 
positions of interest for dual-rotating-propeller installations, thus 
decreasing the slope of the spinner surface just ahead of the inlet, the 
knee of the curve was shifted back to the left. This finding would appear 
to indicate that the spinner should be cylindrjcal for a short distance 
ahead of the inlet to reduce the flow angle at the cowling lip and thereby 
increase the critical Mach number at the lower inlet-velocity ratios. As 
previously noted, however, the spinner flow became separated at the inlet-
velOCity ratio corresponding to the knee of the curVe for these forward 
spinner locations. Such protruded spinners therefore are inferjor to the 
corresponding normally located spinners of the same length, which have 
approximately the same knee inlet-velocity ratio with unseparated spinner 
flow. (See fig. 39(c).) 
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Effect of conical spinner.- The advantage of using a conical spinner 
to red.uce the separation value of inlet-veloci'LY ratio has previously 
been pOint.ed out, in the section entitled "Flow over Spinners." If the 
co~.;l ing used with a conical spinner of the type investigated (table IV) 
ha s a rela ('i vely blunt lip so that the knee of its critical Mach nU!lJ.ber 
curve occurs at a very low value of inlet-velocity ratio, the criticel 
Mach nllffiber characteristics should not differ apfreciably from those for 
the open-nose cmding. When such a spinner is used with a relatively 
thin-lipped cowling, however, the increase in flaw- angle at the cowling 
lip causes a marked reduction in critical Mach number so that the critical 
Mach number characteristics are inferior to those for the cowljng WiLh a 
comparable NACA l-serjes spinner (fig. 41); this decrease in Mach n~ber 
would be accentuated by an increase in cone angle. Further research 
appears to be required, therefore, to determine if this undesirable char-
acteristic of the conical spinner can be overcome either by Keeping the 
spinner cylindrjcal for a short distance ahead of the inlet or by 
modifyjng the cowling-lip to allow for the change in the effective angle 
of attack. 
Effect of cowling-inner-lip shape.- The effectiveness of a revised 
cowling-inner-lip shape incorporating the NACA l-series ordinates of 
table I has previously been show~ in the section of the report entitled 
"Internal Flow." Data presented in figure 42 show that installation of 
the revised inner-lip shape did not appreciably affect the critical Mach 
number characteristics of several widely different cowling configurations. 
Hence, the design data for the standard NACA l-series cowlings can be 
used to design NACA l-aeries cowlings utilizing this revised shape pro-
Vided that the change in inlet area is taken into account. 
Effect of propeller operation.- Predicted critical Mach numbers for 
the NACA l-aeries cowling-apinner combination tested with and without a 
propeller are presented in figure 43. The critical Mech number character-
istics predicted for the propeller-installed condition from the pressure 
p - Po 
coefficient P = (fig. 43(a)) are obviously in error since it has 
'1.0 
been shown previously that propeller operation effects increases in the 
meximum velocities along the cowling surface. However, reasonable values 
of critical Mach numbers are obtained if fictitious critical Mach numbers 
are first predicted from pressure coefficients based on the dynamic pres-
sure in the slipstream just outside the cowling boundary layer (P - Po ) 
Hu - Po 
and are then converted to values based on the free-stream velocity by 
multiplying the predicted values by (Va ='~). (See fig. 43(b).) 
Vu ~~ 
Such values decrease regularly with increases in propeller thrust-disk-
loading coefficient as required by the accompanying increases in velocity 
along the cowling surface. 
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The knees of the curves of Mcr plotted against (~ i) for the 
o cr 
propeller-installed condition always occurred at lower inlet-velocity 
ratios than was the case for the propeller-removed condition regardless 
of the computation method used. (See fig. 43.) This shift is believed 
to have been caused in part by the contraction of the slips'tream, which 
changed the flow direction in the vicinity of the inlet lip, and in part 
by the static pressure gradient imposed by the slipstream. The inlet-
velocity ratios which correspond to the selection points for the propeller-
removed conditions therefore appear to be amply conservative for design 
purposes. A cross plot at the propeller-removed design value of inlet-
velocity ratio (fig. 44) also indicates that within the high-speed range 
of flight conditions the decrease in critical Mach number due to pro-
peller operation is negligible; thus, the propeller-removed critical 
Mach number characteristics of the present report are directly applicable 
for the purpose of design without correction. It is interesting to note 
in figure 44 that the decrease in critical Mach number due to the pro-
peller was only about half as large when computed from the measured pres-
sure data as when computed on the basis of uniform propeller-thrust disk 
loading. 
Envelope Values of Mcr and (~ i) 
o cr 
Typical construction plots in which the critical Mach number char-
acteristics of cowling configurations with the same inlet diameter and 
spinner were grouped together for the purpose of determining envelope 
curves of critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio are shown in 
figure 45. As discussed in reference 1, the envelope curve for each 
such family of cowlings has important significance in that the cowling 
whose critical Mach number curve is tangent to this curve at a given 
point has the minimum inlet-velocity ratio for which the critical Mach 
number corresponding to the point of tangency can be obtained by any 
cowling of the family; with the given spinner, such a cowling is also 
the shortest cowling of any inlet diameter for which this critical Mach 
number can be obtained at this inlet-velocity ratio. Therefore, when 
the flow is not separated from the spinner or when this consideration is 
ignored, the design inlet-velocity ratio and the design critical Mach 
number for a given cowling are considered to be the values corresponding 
to the point of tangency of the critical Mach number curve for the cowling 
with its respective envelope curve. 
Envelope values of critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio for 
the several NACA l-series cowlings investigated are presented in figure 46 
as a function of spinner proportions. The addition of spinners to the 
open-nose cowli ngs had an almost negligible effect on the envelope critical 
Mach numbers in most cases. However, in accordance with the previous 
discussion of the effect of spinners on the locations of the knees of the 
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critical Mach number curves, the envelope inlet-velocity ratios for the 
covling-apinner combinations were usually less than those for the open-
nose cowlings when the flow was separated from the spinners and were 
usually higher than those for the open-nose cowlings when the flow was 
not separated from the spinners. 
The envelope critical Mach numbers for the NACA l-series cowling 
configurations investigated are shown in figure 47 as a function of ah 
empirically determined parameter (~') (~). All the open-nose cowling 
data exhibited an excellent degree of correlation on the basis of this 
parameter and were in good agreement with the higher Mach number data of 
reference 1. As would be expected on the basis of figure 46, the data 
for the several cowling-spinner combinations also correlated to an 
acceptable degree on the same line as the data for the open-nose cowlings. 
On the basis of the variation shown, it is evident that within the usual 
range of inlet-diameter ratios the envelope critical Mach number increases 
with increase in either cowling length or cowling inlet diameter. Usually 
increasing the cowling length is the more powerful means for obtaining a 
re~uired increase in critical Mach number. 
The surface pressure distributions over the NACA l-series cowlings 
are not absolutely uniform at their envelope selection conditions. As a 
result, the envelope inlet-velocity ratios for these cowlings are some-
what higher than values calculated, by means of e~uation (10) of 
appendix A, for cowlings having the same critical Mach number and the 
same inlet diameter, but having sharp inlet lips and absolutely uniform 
surface-pressure distributions (fig. 48). As shown in figure 48, however, 
a fixed relationship exists between the two sets of inlet-velocity ratios. 
The inlet-velocity ratio for any given NACA l-series open-nose cowling 
therefore may be estimated with acceptable accuracy by first calculating 
the inlet-velocity ratio re~uired by the surface pressures on the corre-
sponding theoretical open-nose cowling (by use of e~uation (10) of 
appendix A) and then correcting the value obtained by reference to 
figure 48. 
The insertion of an NACA l-series spinner can be assumed to have a 
negligible effect on the envelope value of critical Mach number for any 
particular NACA l-aeries open-nose cowling. (See figs. 46 and 47.) Also, 
the preceding paragraph has pointed out a means for calculating the 
envelope inlet-velocity ratios for the open-nose co.dings. It is only 
necessary to est~blish the effec~ of spinner proportions on the re~uired 
v~lue of inlet-velocity ratio, therefore, in order to utilize the 
available NACA l-series open-nose-cowling data in the design of 
NACA l-series cowling-epinner combinations outside the range of cowling 
proportions investigated. As an approach to the problem of determining 
this effec~ of spinner proportions, an attempt was made to compute (by 
means of e~uation (4) of appendix A, neglecting the skin-friction drag 
of the spinner) the inlet-velocity ratio required at the test Mach number 
to obtain a predicted critical Mach number for each cowling-spinner 
c~bination with unseparated spinner flow e~ual to the envelope critical 
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Mach number for the open-nose cowling used as its basic component. When 
the actual pressure distributions on the cowling-spinner combinations 
were used in the calculations, the calculated and experimental values of 
required inlet-velocity ratio (fig. 49) were generally in good agreement 
at small values of spinner-diameter ratio. Appreciable discrepancies 
existed in some cases at large values of spinner-diameter ratio, however, 
probably because the minimum pressure peaks on the inner surface of the 
cowling, which contributed greatly to the thrust force on the cowling at 
the higher i nlet-velocity ratios, were very sensitive to small changes 
in lip contour such as may have existed at sections of the inlet lip 
outside the immediate region of the measuring station. When the measured 
pressures on the spinners were used in the calculations in conjunction 
with the average surfac&-pressure coefficients for the basic open-nose 
cowlings, the agreement between the calculated and experimental va l ues 
of required inlet-velocity ratio again was generally satisfactory at 
small values of spinner-diameter ratio where the insertion of the spinner 
would be expected to have only a small effect on the pressure distribu-
tion over the open-nose cowling. Thus, if the spinner diameter is small 
with respect to the inlet diameter of the proposed cowling and if pres-
sure distributions over the spinner when inserted in a cowling of approxi-
mately the inlet diameter considered are existent, a rough estimate of 
the inlet-velocity ratio required by the proposed cowling-apinner combina-
tion (at the Mach number for which the test data are available) may be 
obtained as follows: 
(1) Calculate P cav for the cowling at its envelope value of Vi/Vo. 
(2) Calcu~te PSav for the spinner at a Vi/Va just greater than 
the envelope value for the cowling. 
(3) Using PCav from step (1) and PSav from step (2), calcu-
late Vi/Va for the cowling-spinner combination from equation (4) of 
appendix A. 
(4) Compare the calculated value of Vi/Vo of step (3) with the 
value assumed in step (2). If the two values differ appreciably, assume 
a new spinner pres sure distribution corresponding to the Vi/Vo obtained 
in step (3) and repeat steps (2 ) and (3). 
(5) Repeat step (4) until the assumed and calculated values of Vi/Va 
agree. The Vi/Va finally obtained is the required value. 
Inaam~ch as equation (4) of appendix A predic~s the effect of spinner 
proportions on the required inlet-velocity ratio for a given cowling with 
reasonable aCGuracy (fig. 49), equations (9) an.d (10) of appendix A can 
be use·i to st'.l.dy the effect of Mach number on the increments by which the 
envelope inlet-velOCity ratios for the NACA l-series open-nose cowlings 
must be in~reased to al1m. for the insertion of NACA l-series spinners. 
ConSider, for instan:::e, the NACA 1-70-100 open-nose cmvling and the 
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NACA 1-70-100 cowling with the NACA 1-40-060 anQ 1-60-060 spinners 
installed. If for these configurations the measured pressure distribu-
tions useQ in calculating the dot-dash curve of figure 49 are extra-
polated by use of the von K~rman relation to the predicted critical Mach 
number for the open-nose cowling (0.822) and the corresponding inlet-
velocity ratios are calculated by use of equations (9) and (10) of 
appendix A, the following comparison with the low-speed values of 
figure 49 is obtained: 
Vi/Vo 
Spirmer Test, Calculated 
Mo = 0.13 Mo = 0.13 Mo = 0.822 
-
None 0.67 0.67 0.57 
1-40-060 .72 .74 .67 
1-60-060 1.03 1.04 1.08 
These results indicate that the change in required inlet-velocity ratio 
ca used by the addition of a spinner is substantially the same at high 
speeds as at low speeds. The experimentally Qetermined inlet-velocity 
ratio increments of figures 46 and 49 therefore appear to be directly 
applicable to the extrapolation problem discus seQ in the preceding 
paragraph. 
Development of Selection Charts 
The methoQ used for selecting the design conQitions for the 
NACA l-series cowling-spinner combinations is illustrated in figure 50. 
The envelope values of critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio, 
labeleQ (1), were always used unless they fell to the left of the 
vertical dot-dash line which identifies the minimum i nlet-velocity ratio 
for which flow separation from the spinner was ~voiQeQ (fig. 13). When 
the knee of the curve for a given cowling fell to the left of this 
vertical line, the design conditions corresponding to the points of 
intersection of the critical Ma ch number curves with this vertical line, 
labeleQ (2), were selected. The cowling-spinner combination with its 
knee curve tangent to the enve l ope curve at point (3) has the highest 
cri tical Mach number that can be obta ined at the specified lower limiting 
value of inlet-velocity r atio by any ~owling-spinner combination of the 
family; following the concepts of reference 1, such a configuration 
is hereafter referred t o as an "optimum combination." 
The separati on- free Qesign conditions for the NACA l-series cowling-
sp i nner combinations obtained a s just discusseQ are presented in figure 51 
as a function of spinner proportions. The slightly irregular variations 
i n t he design inlet-ve locity ratios for several of the thinner-lipped 
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cowlings resulted from the changes in spinner proportions causing cn~nges 
in the flow phenomena qn the spinner and therefore requiring changes in 
the selection method. I~ should again be noted that the values of inlet-
velocity ratio and mass-flow coefficient specified in thjs figure are 
high enough to avoid appreciable negative pressure peaks on the cowling 
lips; further increases in the rate of internal flow will therefore 
increase the critical Mach number only a small amount. 
Cowling selection charts based on the data of fig~e 51 are presented 
in figure 52. The dashed lines which divide the cowling-apinner charts 
into two parts define the optimum combinations having the maximum critic~l 
Mach number obtainable at the minimum inlet-veloci~y ratio for unsepareted 
spinner flow. Above these lines, where the design conditions were deter-
mined by the locations of the Imees of the Mcr versus ( : :) curves, 
cr 
the variations were established by cross-plotting the envelope data of 
figure 46 (extrapolated a reasonable amount) as a function of the cowling-
inlet diameter and cowling-length ratios. Below the dashed lines, where 
the design conditions were determined by the considera tion of avoiding 
flow separation from the spinners, the variations were obtained by 
similarly cross-plotting all the data in figure 51 for which the design 
inlet-velocity ratios were those defined in figure 13. The large areas 
below the dashed lines again point out the desirability of developing 
new families of spinners which can be used at lower values of inlet-
velocity ratio than those of the NACA l-aeries spinners without incurring 
flow separation ahead of the inlet. 
The large breaks in the critical Mach number contours of fi gure 52 
may be explained by reference to figure 50. So long as the design inlet-
velocity ratios fell to the right of the vertical dot-dash line, the 
design critical Mach numbers followed the envelope curve with decreases 
in cowling length. When the cowling length decreased beyond that for 
the optimum combination (point ())), however, the design critical Mach 
numbers dropped below the envelope curve along the vertical dot-dash line 
so that the critical Mach numbers changed less rapidly wi th further 
decreases in cowling length than would be the case if the design condi-
tions were assumed to occur along the envelope curve. In other words, 
when the required inlet-velocity ratio was higher than that corresponding 
to the knee of the curve of Mcr plotted against (: i ) as is the case 
o cr 
below the dashed lines of figure 52 , the design critical Mach number was 
somewhat greater than that corresponding to the knee of the curve. The 
corresponding small breaks in the curves of m/poFVo of figure 52 may 
be explained in a similar manner. 
Design data for the NACA l-aeries open-nose cowlings obtained in the 
present investigation are presented in figure 52 in the same form as the 
design data for the NACA l-aeries cowling-apinner comb i na tions. These 
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data are also replotted in figure 53 with the parameter m/poFVo replaced 
by the parameter (~i) to facilitate the use of these data in the 
o cr 
general design procedure outlined in the next section of the report. The 
values of critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio for particular 
cowlings given in figure 53 are approximately the same as those specified 
in the selection charts of reference 1; some differences exist, however, 
because of differences in the methods used to extrapolate the test data. 
Cowling Selection 
The optimum cowling-apinner combination for a given airplane is 
considered to be the one for which the operating inlet-velocity ratios 
are a minimum and for which, under all important flight conditions, the 
flow is unseparated from the spinner and the critical Mach number is 
equal to or greater than the free-atream Mach number. In the present 
section of the report, a procedure for the selection of the optimum 
NACA l-aeries cowling-apinner combination is first presented. A 
generalized procedure permitting selection of NACA l-aeries cowlings for 
use with any spinner-propeller configuration for which certain application 
data are available is then developed and illustrated. Finally, a method 
is outlined for extrapolating the present cowling-apinner design data 
through the use of figure 41, figure 48, and equation (10) of appendix A 
in conjunction with the general design procedure. 
Design procedure for NACA l-series combinations.- NACA l-series 
cowling-spinner combinations within the range of proportions investigated 
may be selected by the use of figure 52 provided that the propeller-shank 
configuration is similar to the one investigated. For example, assume 
that it is desired to design a cowling-spinner combination for a 
3000-horsepower gas-turbine unit to be mounted in a 40-inch-diameter 
nacelle (frontal area, F = 8.13 sq ft). Also~ assume that the effective 
angle of attack of the cowling axis and the engine air-flow requirements 
are known for all flight conditions. The required design procedure is 
then as follows: 
(1) Select for consideration the following high-speed operating 
condition which appears to offer the most severe combination of high 
flight Mach number and low inlet-velocity ratio: 
Operating altitude, feet • • • . • . • . • ••• 
Air density at altitude, Po' slug per cubic foot • 
• • • • 35,000 
° .000{36 
• 790 Flight speed, Vo' feet per second (538 mph) •••• 
Effective angle of attack of cowling center line, a, degree 
Flight Mach number, Mo • •• • • • • • . 
Total combustion and cooling air flow, m, slug per second 
Mass-flow coeffiCient, m/poFVo •••••.••• 
• • • . 0 
0.81 
0.762 
0.15 
--- - ------
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(2) From a layout of the propeller hub and the engine installation J 
determine that the NACA 1-45-050 spinner is the smallest spinner which 
will enclose the propelLer hub and fair smoothly to the fixed ducting of 
the engine. The data of figure 13 show that this minimwn-size spinner 
should be used as it has a lower separation value of inlet-velocity ratio 
than that of longer or larger diameter NACA l-aeries spinners. 
and = 0.15, select in 
figure 52 the following optimum cowling proportions for spinners bracketing 
the NACA 1-45-050 spinner: 
Cowling proportions 
Spinner 
d/D X/D 
1~40 0.641 0.932 
1-40-060 .626 .908 
1-50-040 .677 1.023 
1-50-060 .689 .929 
(4) Determine by cross interpolation that the NACA 1-66-095 cowling 
is optimum for the design conditions conSidered. 
(5) Construct curves of Mcr plotted against mfpoFVo for the 
NACA 1-66-095 cowling with the 1-4~50 spinner (for angles of attack of 00 , 
20 , 40 , and 60 ) by interpolation of the data presented in figures 30 to 38. 
(6) Check all knovn operating conditions against the curves of step (5). 
If, in any important flight condition, the critical Mach number is less 
than the flight Mach number or the mass-flow coefficient is lower than 
the minimum value for avoiding flow separation from the spinner, repeat 
steps (3)to(6)(using the more critical design conditions so determined) 
to select a new cowling. 
Additional considerations may necessitate the choice of a different 
cowling. For instance, if the inner-lip fairing of table V is to be 
applied to a large percentage of the inner-cowling-lip surface to reduce 
the likelihood of flow separation, it is desirable, where the design 
inlet velocity is determined by the consideration of flow separation from 
the spinner, to use a slightly larger inlet-diameter cowling in order to 
allow for the inlet area blocked by the revised fairing. Also J it may 
be found that the exterior lines of the cowling initially selected do not 
clear the engine installation. In such a case it ia necessary to start 
with a larger diameter spinner and thereby choose a cowling with a larger 
inlet diameter; if this process leads to the use of an excessively high 
inlet-velocity ~tio, it may also be desirable to increase the maximum 
diameter of the nacelle. 
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General design procedure.- A number of design considerations are 
automatically taken into account in the preceding cowling-aelection 
method. A more fundamental design procedure utilizing figures 28, 29, 
and 53 or the comparable design charts of reference 1 will now be pre-
sented to explain these considerations. This procedure, which treats 
the individual effects of the spinner and the propeller on the perform-
ance of the open-nose cowling separately, is essentially that presented 
in reference 1 with the addition of the following quantitative applica-
tion data for the particular family of spinners and propellers tested: 
(1) The minimum inlet-velocity ratio for unseparated inlet flow 
(fig. 13). 
(2) The effect of the spinner on the envelope critical Mach number 
of the cowling (figs. 40 and 46). 
(3) The effect of the spinner on the envelope inlet-velocity ratio 
of the cowling (figs. 40 and 46). 
(4) The effect of the propeller on steps (1), (2), and (3), figures 11 
and 43(b). 
As pointed out in the preceding d1.scussion, same application data for 
hemispherical-nose spinners are given in reference 4, data on the par-
ticular conical spinner of the present investigation are presented in 
figures 8, 14, and 41, and data presented in references 2 and 3 afford 
a beginning to the solution of the propeller-cowling interference problem. 
The method considered therefore has immediate application to the design 
of NACA l-aeries cowlings for use with hemispherical-nose spinners and 
conical spinners similar to the one investigated. When the existing 
application data are supplemented by the recommended spinner-shape and 
propeller-interference research, this method then can be used in the 
design of NACA l-aeries cowling configurations incorporating desirable 
changes in spinner and propeller geometry. 
The proposed general design method assumes that inlet-flow stability 
determines the minimum inlet-velocity ratio. Thus, after due allowance 
is made for the usually small effects of the spinner and propeller on 
the selection value of critical Mach number, an NACA l-aeries cowling is 
sel ected for the inlet-diameter ratio corresponding to this critical value 
of inlet-velocity ratio. Then the envelope inlet-velocity ratio for the 
cowling so selected is corrected for the presence of the spinner and the 
resulting value compared with the separation inlet-velocity ratio. If 
the envelope inlet-velocity ratio for the cowling-apinner combination is 
lower than the separation inlet-velocity ratio, the selected cowling is 
the one required. However, if the envelope inlet-velocity ratio exceeds 
the separation inlet-velocity ratio, the selection procedure must be 
repeated, using intermediate values of inlet-velocity ratio, until both 
des ign criterion are satisfied at the design mass-flow coefficient. As 
an illustration of this design method, assume that the spinner considered 
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has the same maximum diameter ratio and design characteristics as the 
NACA l...lto-Q60 spinner and that the propeller is similar to the one 
investigated. Also, assume that the design critical Mach number is 0.82, 
the design mass-flow coefficient is 0.23, and the design angle of attack 
is 00 • The selection procedure is then as follows: 
(1) From figure 13 or equivalent, determine (?-) for unseparated 
o min 
inlet flow to be 0.51. 
(2) Having (:1) , Mcr, and m/pcJVo' determine (Ai/F) to 
o min 
be 0.36 from figure 29. 
(3) Read (~) = 0.72 fram. figure 28. 
(4) From unseparated-apinner-flow data of figure 46(a) or equivalent, 
d determine that for open-nose cowlings with - ~ 0.7 and Mcr ~ 0.8, 
D 
addition of the spinner considered does not change "Mer (as is typical 
for spinners which are essentially cylindrical for a short distance ahead 
of the inlet) but increases (:i) by 0.04. 
o cr 
(5) From figure 43(b) or equivalent, determine that propeller opera-
tion also does not change Mcr but decreases (~i) by 0.07. 
o cr 
(6) From steps (4) and (5) determine that addition of the spinner 
causes a 6Mcr of zero and a 6( ~:) =-{).03. 
cr 
d 8 (7) From D = 0·72 and Mer + 6Mcr = O. 2, select the 
l-72-{)94.5 cowling with open-nose (~i) = 0.57 :from figure 53. The 
o er 
cowling-apinner-cambination (~i) is 0.57 + 6(:i) = 0.54, a 
o cr 0 cr 
value greater than the assumed value of 0. 51 which corresponds to the 
design m/pOFVo. Thus, a second selection must be made. 
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(8) For the second selection start with (: i) = 0.51 + 0.54 = 0.525 
o cr 2 
and repeat steps (2) and (3) to obtain d - = 0.712. Then from figure 53 
D 
select the 1-71.2~96 cowling with open nose (~i) = 0.555. As 
o cr 
the (:i) for the cmlling-apinner combination 0.555 + !:::. (: i) = 0·525 
o cr o cr 
is equal to the assumed value, this cowling satisfies the design conditions. 
Extrapolation of cowling-aelection data.- When the design critical 
Mach number appreciably exceeds the range covered in figure 53, figures 26, 
47, 48, and 49 and equation (10) of appendix A may be used to extrapolate 
the experimental design data to obtain longer or larger-inlet-diameter 
cowlings. As an illustration of the proposed extrapolation procedure, 
take all the conditions of the preceding example except the critical Mach 
number and assume a new required critical Mach number of 0.90. Then 
proceed as follows: 
(1) From top part of figure 47, determine required X/D for each 
( X of several values of diD for example, D = 1.87 for Mo = 0.90 
and d - ::: 
D 
(2) From figure 26 and equation (10) of appendix A, calculate 
required values of (~i) for theoretical open-nose cowlings with 
o cr 
sharp inlet lips, uniform surface pressure distrib~tions corresponding 
to local M = 1 at Mo = 0.90, and the same values of diD as the 
cowlings selected in step (1) (ror example, (~~)cr = 0.51 for ~ = 0.70). 
( 3) Determine (~ i) 
o cr 
values for the NACA l-aeries open-nose 
values of step (2) by reference to cowlings which correspond to (~ i) 
o cr 
(~i) = 0.66 for ~ = 0.70, where 
o cr 
figure 48 (for example, (Vi) 
Vo cr 
0.51 
for the theoretical cowling of this inlev-diameter ratio). 
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(4) In order to allow for effect of the spinner on (Vi) add an 
Va cr' 
i ncrement of (:i) = 0.04 to values obtained in step (3) after refer-
o cr 
ence to application data such as those of figure 49. Thus, for the 
d (Vi) NACA l-series cowling-spinner combination with - = 0.70, -- - 0 70 
D V 0 cr - • • 
for 
( for 
Ai (5) Determine values of 
F 
~ = 0.70 and ~s = 0.40). 
(6) Determine design values 
example, m = 0.28 for 
pcTVo 
from figure 28 ( for example, 
of mass-flow coeffic ient from figure 29 
(~ i) = 0.70, Mcr = 0.90, and 
a cr 
(7) Cross-fair the assumed values of diD and the corresponding 
values of X/D from step (1) as a function of the mass-flow coefficients 
determined i n step (6). 
(8) At the required mass-flow coefficient of 0.23, determine from 
t he cross fairing of step (7) that the NACA 1-66.5-198 cowling is the one 
required. 
(9) From figure 29, determine that (~i) = 0.65 for the cowling-
a cr 
spinner combination of step (8). Then note from fi gure 13 or equivalent 
that this value exceeds that necessary for avoiding separation from the 
spinner. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
An investigat ion has been conducted in the Langley propeller-research 
tunnel ~o study cowling-spinner combinations based en the NACA i-series 
nose inlets and to obtain systematic design data for one family of 
approximatel.y ellipsoidal spinners . The more important conclusions of 
the investigation are s lllTunarized as follows : 
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1. For each spinner there is a single minimum inlet-velocity ratio 
below which boundary-layer separation from the spinner occurs at or ahead 
of the inlet. In the case of the NACA l-series spinners, this inlet-
velocity ratio is often higher than that necessary to obtain an essentially 
uniform pressure distribution on the cowling and thus determines the high-
speed design conditions. 
2. Short conical apinners are superior to cOillparable NACA l-series 
spinners with regard to the minimum inlet-velocity ratio for which flow 
separation is avoided. 
3. Separation bubbles occur on the inner-lip surface of the 
NACA l-series covTlings at high inlet-velocity ratios and, in the case of 
the open-nose cowllngs, initia"te important separation of the internal 
flow. In the case of the cowling-spinner cora.binations, propeller opera-
tion causes a stronB outwardly increasing tot9.l-pressure gradient i:1 the 
inlet which delays and tends to eliminate such separation. A revised 
inner-lip shape of the type investigated can be used to delay the forma-
tion of such separation bubbles to considerably higher inlet-velocity 
ratios. 
4. Within the usual range of proportions, the addition of 
NACA l-series spinners to NACA l-series cowlings does not change the 
design critical Mach numbers for the cowlings appreciably,but fre~uently 
causes large changes in the inlet-velocity ratios re~uired to obtain 
essentially uniform pressure distributions on the covrlings. Where the 
design conditions are not determined by the flovl-separa tiOIl charac ter-
istics of the spinner, the design inlet-velocity ratio increases rapidly 
with increases in the slope of the spinner surface just ahead of the 
inlet; important i::1.creases may be obtained when short conical spinners 
are substituted for conventional spinners of the same over-all proportions. 
5. With a propeller having approximately oval shanks, propeller 
operation retards flow separation from the spinner and inner cowling-lip 
surface and, within the usual range of high-speed operating conditions, 
does not reduce the design critical Mach number. 
6. Increases in flight. Mach number reduce the effective angle of 
attack of the cowling lip for given values of inlet-velocity ratio less 
than unity and thus reduce the minimum value of inlet-velocity ratio for 
which a near-unifona. surface pressure distribu":;ion on the cowling is 
obt.ained find tend to make the inner cowling-lip surface more susceptible 
to flovl separa tiona 
Inasmuch as the present tests were conducted at low test airspeeds, 
the investigation necessarily included a study of the procedure re~·.l.ired 
to deterriline the design operating conditions 9.t t.he design flight Mach 
nwnber from the low-speed test results. In this study, existing relR-
tiona for open-nose cowlings were generalized to the case of the cowling-
spinnf'lr cornhiMtion and extended to thf'l case of compressible flow. The 
derIved rel,qtioIl8 were then used to calculate the effect of Mach number 
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on the design inlet-velocity ratio and to establish a simple correction 
procedure. ' 
The design conditions for the NACA l-aeries cowlings and cowling-
spinner combinations are presented in the form of charts from which, for 
wide ranges of spinner proportions and rates of internal flow, cowlings 
with near-maximum pressure recovery can be selected for critical Mach 
numbers ranging from 0.70 to about 0.85. In addition, the characteristics 
of the spinners and the effects of the spinners and the propeller on the 
cowling design conditions are presented separately to provide initial 
quantitative data for use in a general design procedure through which 
NACA l-series cowlings can be selected for use with spinners of other 
shapes. By use of this general design procedure, correlation curves 
established from the test data, and the equations of appendix A, 
NACA l-aeries cowlings and cowling-apinner combinations can be designed 
for critical Mach numbers as high as 0.90. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUATIONS RELATING INLET-VELOCITY RATIO WITH 
SURFACE PRESSURES AND ' FRONTAL AREAS OF 
COWLING AND SPINNER 
P. Ruden in references 4 and 5 presents incompressible-flow equa-
tions relating the inlet-velocity ratio, inlet-area ratio, and surface-
velocity ratios for a nose inlet. Because of their importance to the 
present i~vestigation, these equations are herewith generalized to cover 
the case of the cowling-apinner combination. The scheme used in the 
basic derivations is also used to obtain similar compressible-flow rela-
tions for both open-nose cowlings and cowling-apinner combinations. 
Consider in figure 54 the volume of reference which encloses the 
cowling for a distance aft of the maximum-diameter station great enough 
to allow the external velocities to return to the free-stream value and 
is so large that the pressures on its boundaries outside of the cowling 
are everywhere equal to the free-stream pressure. In steady flight, this 
volume must be in equilibrium; hence, the difference between axial force's 
on the ends of this volume must equal the rate of change of momentum of 
the included flow. On the external surface of the cowling, the skin 
friction corresponds approximately to the momentum loss in the boundary 
layer so that both may be neglected in setting up the force equation. 
Thus, the axial pressure force on the spinner plus the pressure force on 
the inlet area plus the axial pressure force on the cowling minus the 
product of the fr~e-atream pressure and the cowling frontal area plus 
the skin-friction drag of the spinner must equal the rate of change of 
momentum of the internal flow. If forces which tend to push the refer-
ence volume in the thrust direction are defined as positive, this rela-
tion can be expressed algebraically as follows: 
I
D/2 
+ 2rc 
d/2 
(1 ) 
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If the free-stream pressure is taken as the reference pressure, and all 
terms are divided by qo' the following expression in terms of the pres-
sure coefficient is obtained: 
(2) 
Then, if the local pressure coefficients in the three terms on the left 
are replaced by average pressure coefficients weighted with respect to 
1tD2 frontal area, and all terms are then divided by F =~' equation (2) 
becomes 
Ps + av 
Incompressible-flow case.- If the flow is incompressible so that 
Pi = Po' Pi = 1 _(~:)2. Therefore, the second and fourth terms can be 
combined and the following general incompressible-flow expression for 
the average surface pressure coefficient on a cmdJng-spinner combination 
obtained: 
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(DDS)2 PSav + 
(4) 
where the term can be neglected unless the spinner diameter 
is very large with respect to the maximum diameter of the cowling. It 
will be noted that the inlet-velocity ratio occurs only as (1 _ ~~)2 
so that a given set of pressures would appear to correspond to two dif-
ferent inlet-velocity ratios, one greater than unity and one less than 
unity. 
E~uation (4) can be used to compute the average surface-pressure 
coefficient on one component of the cowling-spinner combination if the 
surface pressure distributions on the other component, the inlet-velocity 
ratio, and the frontal dimensions of the inlet are known. Similarly, 
with the surface pressures and frontal dimensions of one component known, 
the re~uired frontal area of the other component for stipulated average 
surface pressure coefficients can be calculated for arbitrary values of 
inlet-velocity ratio. Also, as in the present report, this relation can 
be used to compute the inlet-velocity ratio from the frontal proportions 
of the installation and the surface pressure distributions. 
In the case of the open-nose cowling, the spinner diameter ratio 
goes to zero so that e~uation (4) for this special case becomes 
This e~uation can be transformed directly into the forms given in refer-
ences 4 and 5. 
Compressible-flow case.- An examination of e~uations (2) and (3) 
shows that all terms of these general relations are affected by a depar-
ture from the assumption of incompressible flow. However, it is possible 
to calculate the effects of compressibility on the inlet-static-pressure 
coefficient Pi and on the inlet-density ratio Pi/Po as a function 
of inlet-velocity ratio. Therefore, the same method of analysis can be 
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used to obtain compressible-flow expressions relating the inlet-velocity 
ratio to the surface pressure coefficients and frontal areas of the 
spinner and cowling. 
Consider the energy equation, 
or 
1 
V 2 
o Po Vi
2 
-- + _.:...,- - = -- + 
2 1 Po 2 
., Pi 
., - 1 p. 
1 
_:~ __ :: " 1 1 1 (v ~ 2 - V n 
Since Pi = Po (~~y for isentropic flow, 
Then, since 
Whence 
Po 
-- = 
1 
a 2 
o 
.,po 
.,-1 
and 
.,-1 
V 2 
o 
a 2 
o 
Pi 
., 
- Po 
., 
= 
., 
Pi [1 1 Mo2-
Po 2 
1 M 2 
.,-1 G -(~~)1 Po ., 2 0 
-L-1 -1 2 Ci)2 Mo - + 
2 vo 
~H ( 6) 
Then, since 
Pi = 
= 
2 
--, 
2 
rMo 
Pi - Po 
qo 
{r 2 2 -lM2_r-1M2(Vi) + 2 2 0 2 0 Vo rMo 
NACA RM No. LeA15 
r 
r-1 } 1 - 1 
Also, from equation (6) since 
-= for isentropic flow, 
Po 
-= ( 8) 
Having expressions (7) and (8), the second and fourth terms of 
equation (3), as in the incompressible-flow case, a~in can be combined 
into a single term 
If a symbol C is assigned to the quantity within the large parentheses, 
the following compressible-flow expression for the average surface pres-
sure coefficient on the cowling of a cowling-spinner combination can be 
obtained from equation (3): 
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where, it is again noted, that the term can be neglected 
unless the spinner diameter is very large with respect to the maximum 
diameter of the cowling. The corresponding expression for the open-nose 
cowling is then 
2C (10) 
As an aid to the solution of these equations, factor C is presented in 
figure 26 as a function of the free-atream Mach number and the inlet-
velocity ratio. 
Equations (9) and (10) when used with figure 26 have approximately 
the same field of application as incompressibl&-flow equationR (4) 
and (5). Also, as developed in the text, it is possible by use of these 
equations to determine the approximate high-speed inlet-velocity ratio 
from low-apeed test data by extrapolating the measured surface-pressure 
I I 
coefficients by means of the von Karman relation. However, inasmuch as 
I I 
the von Karman relation does not accurately predict the variation of 
large positive pressure coefficients with Mach number, the latter applica-
tion can give reasonably accurate results only so long as the region of 
large positive pressure on the cowllng and spinner are small with respect 
to the region of negative pressure on the cowling. 
- ------
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TABLE I 
NACA l-SERIES ORDINATES AS APPLIED TO COWLINGS AND SPINNERS 
'. t 
II. 
~I 
_____ ~--l-------------------
0.147D 
x = (E) D x. = C:) D 
D - d n. 
(11;) D 
Y = -. Y. = • 2 2 2 
D ~ - %) D - d For r = O.025Y: Y = 2.05 • 2.05 
[ordinate. in percent, reference 1] 
x/x or y/ Y or x/X or yIY or x/X or yIY or x/X or y/Y or 
x./X. y.IY. x./Xs y.IY. . x. / X. Ys/Y. xs / X. y./Y • 
0 0 13.0 41.94 34.0 69.08 60.0 89.11 
.2 4.80 14.0 43.66 35.0 70.08 62.0 90.20 
.4 6.f.3 15.0 45.30 36.0 71.05 64.0 91.23 
.6 8.12 16.0 46.88 37.0 72.00 66.0 92.20 
.8 9.33 17.0 48.40 38.0 72.94 68.0 93.11 
1.0 10.38 18.0 49.e8 39.0 73.85 70.0 93.95 
1~5 12.72 19.0 51.;n 40.C 74.75 72.0 94.75 
2.0 14.72 20.0- 52.70 41.0 75.63 74.0 95.48 
2.5 16.57 21.0 54.05 42.0 76.48 76.0 96.16 
3.0 18.31 22.0 55.37 43.0 77.32 78.0 96.79 
3.5 19.94 23.0 56.66 44.0 78.15 80.0 97.35 
4.0 21.48 24.0 57.92 45.0 78.95 82.0 97:87 
4.5 22 .96 25.0 59.15 46.0 79.74 84.0 98.33 
5.0 24.36 26.0 60.35 47.0 80.50 86.0 98.74 
6.0 27.01 27.0 61.52 48.0 81.25 88.0 99.09 
7.0 29.47 28.0 62.67 49.0 81.99 90.0 99.40 
8.0 31.81 29.0 63.79 50.0 82.69 92.0 99.65 
9.0 34.03 30.0 54.89 52. 0 84.10 94.0 99.85 
10.0 36.13 31.0 65.97 54.0 05.45 96.0 99.93 
11.0 38. 15 32.0 67.03 5E.O 86.73 98.0 99.98 
12.0 40.09 33.0 68.07 58.0 87.95 100.0 100.00 
Cowling nose radius: O.025Y 
NOTE: Dotted lines show particular internal configuration 
used in present tests. 
41 
D 
42 
I \ I 
W
\ : 
\ I 
\ I 
\ / 
\ I 
\ I 
't' 
No L8A15 NACA RM . 
NACA RM No. L8A1 5 
TABLE 111.- TEST CONFIGURATIONS WITH LONGITUDINALLY 
DISPLACED SPINNER. 
NACA 1-70-100 cowling 
NACA 1-40-040 sp1nner 
.SOD --~ 
1.00D ---~ 
O.OOD 
------
TABLE IV o - TEST CONFIGURATION WITH CONICAL SPINNER. 
D1s o a 0048D 
NAC' 1-50-060 8Pinner~/ __ _ 
Con1cal sp1nner ~' 
43 
D 
T 
0.5D 
~-0.=06D_- -=------1-~ , 19° -~ f -
NACA 1-70-075 
44 
TABLE V.- WODIFIED INNER-LIP SHAPE 
TESTED ON TWO BASIC COWLINGS. 
NAGA 1-60-075 cowling 
NACA RM No. L8A15 
-- --- -- Reference line J 
Modified shape utilizing NACA I-series ordinates 
NAGA 1-85-050 cowling 
-- ----
- - ---------
- ------
----------
Original 
1 inch 
line 
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TABLE VI.- KEY TO BASIC CRITICAL MACH NUMBER DATA 
FOR NACA l-SERIES COWLING CONFIGURATIONS 
Figure Cowling Spinner 
Xs D! 
-
(a) D D 
30(8) 1-55-150 0.40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
:30(b) do. 060 do. 
30(c) do o 060 0.40 
31(a) 1-55-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
31(b) doo 060 doo 
31(c) doo .60 0.40 
32(a) 1-55-050 .• 40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
32(b) doo .60 do. 
32(c) do. .80 0.40 
33(a) 1-60-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
33(b) do. 060 do. 
33(0) do. .60 0.40 
34(a) 1-60-075 .40 0020, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
34(b) do. . • 60 doo 
34(0) do. .60 0.40 
35(a) 1-70-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0040, 0.50 
35(b) do. .60 0020, 0.30, 0~40, 0.50, 
35(0) doo .80 0.40, 0.60 
36(a) 1-70-075 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
36(b) do. .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 
36(0) do o 080 0.40, 0.60 
1-70-050 .40 0.50 
45 
0.60 
0.60 
37(a) 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 
37(b} do. .60 0.20, 0030, 0.40, 0.50, ' 0.60 
37(c) do. 060 0.40, 0.60 
36(a), (b) 1-86-050 .40 0.40, 0.50 
36 (c) , ( d) do. 060 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 
38 (e) , (1') do. .80 0.40, 0.60 
a Data for open-nose condition are presented in each figure for 
purpose of comparison. ~ 
J 
(a) NACA 1-55-100 cowling with 1-40-080 spirmer installed. 
Figure 1. - Views of. model installed in Langley propeller -research tUIlllel. 
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(b) Propeller installed; NACA 1-70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner. 
Figure 1. - Continued. 
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(c) Detail view of inlet showing propeller and instrumentation; NACA 
1-70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner. 
Figure 1. - Concluded. 
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Figure 2. - General arrangement and principal dimensions of model. 
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'igure 3. - P lan-for m and blade -fo rm curves for the Curtiss 88980 
propeller . R, radius to tip; Dp ' diameter ; r, station radius; 
h, section thickness; b, section chord; ~ , section pitch angle. 
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(a) NACA 1-55-100 cowling with 1-40 -060 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Static -pressure distributions over top of representative cowlings and cowling-spinner 
combinations, propeller removed, Mt, = 0.13. 
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(b) NACA 1-70-100 cowling. 
Figure 4. - Continued. j 
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(c) NACA 1-70-100 cowling with 1-20-060 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
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(d) NACA 1-70 -100 cowling with 1-40 -040 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
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(e) NACA 1-70-100 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
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(f) NACA 1-70 -100 cowling with 1-40 -080 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
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(g) NACA 1-70-100 cowling with 1-60-060 spinner. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
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Figure 4. - Concluded. 
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Figure 14. - Effect of spinner shape on boundary-layer thickness on 
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propeller removed. ~
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Figure 15. - Static pressure distributions around nose sections of 
representative NACA i-series cowlings; propeller removed, 
a = 0 0 , Mt = 0.13. 
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Figure 15. - Concluded. 
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Figure 16. - Minimum static-pressure coefficients for inner lip surfaces of typical NACA 1-series 
cowlings and cowling-spinner combinations. Propeller removed, a = 00 , Mt = 0.13. 
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Figure 17. - Effect of propeller operation on minimum static -pressure 
coeffici ent for inner lip surface of NACA 1-70 -075 cowling with 
1-40-060 spinner; a = 00 , Mt = 0.13. ~
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F igure 18. - Total-pressure -loss coeffici ents at r efe rence tube 0.12 inch from inner surface 
of cowling at s tation 0 .75 a t bottom of inlet. Propeller r emoved, a = 60 • 
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Figure 19. - Maximum inlet-velocity ratios for which an appreciable separation bubble was 
avoided at the bottom of the inlet. (Taken as the inlet-velocity ratio for which the total-
pressure losses at station 0.75 were 0.10Qo at a reference tube 0.12 inch from the 
cowling inner surface.) Propeller removed. 
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Figure 20. - Effect of propeller operation on total-pressure-loss coefficie~t at station 0.75 
at bottom of inlet. NACA 1-70 -075 cowling with 1-40 -060 spinner. 
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Figure 21. - Effect of inner lip shape on static -pressure distribution around cowling nose, 
propeller removed, a = 00 , Mt = 0.13. 
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Figure 22 . - Effect of inner lip shape on total-pressure -loss coefficient at reference tube 0.12 inch 
from inner surface of cowling at station 0.75 at top of inlet, propeller removed, a = 00 • 
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Figure 23. - Effect of propeller operation on static -pressure distribution over top surface of 
NACA 1-70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner; Mt = 0.13. ~ 
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Figure 24. - Effect of propeller operation on average total-pressure coefficient for flow just 
outside boundary layer of cowling. NACA 1-70 -075 cowling with 1-40 -060 spinner; 
Mt = 0.13. 
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Figure 25. - Effect of test Mach number on predicted critical Mach number for NACA l-series 
open -nose cowlings. 
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Figure 25. - Concluded. 
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(Symbols are used only for purpose of identification.) 
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Figure 27. - Schematic diagram illustrating effect of compressibility 
on the stream tube containing the internal flow at a constant 
inlet-velocity ratio. 
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Figure 28. - Variation of inlet-area ratio with inlet-diameter ratio 
for several spinner -diameter ratios. 
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Figure 29. - Variation of inlet-velocity ratio with mass-flow coefficient for given Mach numbers 
and inlet -area ratios. 
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Figure 31. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1-55-100 cowling. (Ticks locate 
minimum design values of v./v determined by separation from spinners.) Propeller 
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Figure 33. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NA~A 1-60 -100 cowling. (Ticks locate 
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Figure 34. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1-60 -075 cowling. (Ticks locate 
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removed. 
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Figure 34. - Concluded. 
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Figure 35. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1-70 -100 cowling. (Ticks locate 
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Figure 36. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1-70 -075 cowling. (Ticks locate 
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Figure 37. - Predicted critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1-70 -050 cowling. (Ticks locate 
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~ Figure 45. - Concluded. ~ 
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Figure 46. - Envelope values of predicted critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio as a 
function of spinner proportions, propeller removed, a = 0°. 
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(d) a = 20 (Concluded). 
Figure 51. - Concluded. 
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Figure 52. - Selection charts for NACA I-series cowling configurations, 
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(f) a = 20 (Concluded). 
Figure 52.- Concluded. 
Figure 53. - Design values of critical Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio for NACA l-series 
open -nose cowlings. 
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Figure 54. - Schematic diagram defining quantities conSidered in theoretical calculations of 
appendix A. ~
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